Lot

LOW
Estimate

Description
4539
4540
4541
4542
4543
4544
4545
4546
4547
4548
4549
4550

One carton of approximately 29.5 lbs of loose in bags 19th and 20th century foreign coins.

$

200 - 400

One carton of approximately 29.5 lbs of loose in bags 19th and 20th century foreign coins.
Approximately 1200 19th and 20th century foreign coins in sleeves.
Approximately 1400 19th and 20th century foreign coins in sleeves.
Approximately 50 sets of international coins - most are proofs or uncirculated.
Box of assorted Canadian coins, including: 10 proof sets, six smaller sets, approx. 350
sleeved coins, 700+ 19th and 20th century pennies, etc.
One box of mostly international currency and bank notes.
One case of approximately 4800 U.S. Lincoln pennies - most in plastic tubes - some marked
"unc".
One box of approximately 950 U.S. Lincoln pennies in sleeves and loose in bag.
Approximately 550 U.S. Indian Head cents, most in sleeves or plastic tubes - various dates,
most seem in VF or better condition.

$
$
$
$

200
200
200
200

$
$

300 - 500
150 - 250

$
$

150 - 250
100 - 200

$

500 - 1,000

Approximately 130 U.S. Buffalo Head nickels in sleeves in G or better condition.

$

600 - 900

Approximately 290 U.S. Buffalo Head nickels loose in bags - most G or better condition.

$ 1,000 - 1,500

4551

Approximately 95 U.S. Mercury dimes, most in sleeves, most F or better condition.
$
Approximately 280 U.S. Liberty nickels, about 120 sleeved, the rest loose- most G and better
4552
condition.
$
Approximately 60 U.S. Washington Quarters, 2 Franklin Halves, 4 Walking Liberty Halves and
4553
12 Roosevelt Dimes, all 1964 or earlier.
$
4554

Approximately 105 U.S. Barber dimes - some in sleeves, most G or better condition.
Mixed lot of U.S. Coins - 16 partially filled coin albums, 27 Indian Heads, 95 sleeved coins,
4555
250+ Jefferson Nickels.
4556 Approximately 17 proof and uncirculated 1970s and 1980s coin sets.
(lot of 18) Five U.S. Morgan silver dollars (including 1892 CC), 3 Peace Dollars, 10 Standing
4557
Liberty Quarters, and one Huguenot-Walloon Tercentenary Half.
4558

(lot of 48) Twenty U.S. Barber Half Dollars and twenty-eight U.S. Barber quarters in sleeves.
(lot of 34) U.S. seven Braided Hair and Coronet cents, 3 Flying Eagle cents, five copper two
4559 cents, five nickel three cents, two seated Liberty half dimes, nine Shield nickels, one Liberty
cap dime, two seated Liberty dimes
4560 1857 California Gold 1/4 dollar and possibly 1/2 dollar (located in jewelry case).
4561

(lot of approximately 150) Ancient or Ancient style coins - Roman, Greek, Indo Persian, etc.
(lot of 4) Two bronze commemorative coins, Panama Canal 1915 San Francisco Worlds Fair;
4562 two medals, (1) 1904 St. Louis "America Welcomes The World" and (1) 1904 St. Louis
Louisiana Purchase (located in jewelry case)
4563

HIGH
Estimate

One box of hundreds of mostly U.S. medals and tokens from throughout the 20th century
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-

400
400
400
400

200 - 400
500 - 700
300 - 500

$

200 - 400

$
$

200 - 400
150 - 250

$

400 - 600

$

400 - 600

$
$

300 - 500
200 - 400

$ 1,000 - 1,500

$

200 - 400

$

300 - 500

10 Wells Fargo covers, most mailed from San Francisco to Oregon cities including Portland,
Roseburg, and Salem.

$

300 - 500

Lot of four scarce exposition post cards, 1894 Austria 25th Jubilee Anniversary honoring
postcard inventor Emmanul Hermann, two cards from Portugal 1894 honoring the 500th
anniversary of Prince Henry the Navigator, and an 1892 Bulgaria exposition cover.

$

400 - 600

$

500 - 700

$

500 - 700

$

400 - 600

$

200 - 400

$

200 - 400

$

200 - 400

Single box of worldwide stamps. Stamp album holding modern Palau, Marshall Islands and
Micronesia, US album of plate blocks from two cent Reds to overrun countries, complete set
4570 of Washington Bicentennials, Parks, and Famous Americans. US Liberty album of US mint
and used from the 1920s to the 70s plus a few better airmails. Spring back binder with
blocks of four of famous Americans, Prexies to the 21 cent value plus blocks of C6-9, strips of
four of most fourth bureau coils, envelope of various newer modern foreign issues such as
New Zealand Lord of the Rings, various issues from Hong Kong, binder of Vatican and UN.
$
$
4570A Three binders containing Russian and Chinese stamps

400 - 600
50 - 100

Single box containing considerable amount of UN material, plus some mint more modern
4571 worldwide sets. A series of better US covers, some 19th century, a Pan Am first survey flight
cover to Guam and back, roundtrip and addressed to Juan Trippe, president of Pan Am
potentially signed by Fred Noonan, navigator who disappeared on flight with Amelia Earhart. $

200 - 400

Lot of United States and worldwide stamps dating to 1860s. Lot includes two Scott albums.
First album holds American stamps dating from 1861 to 1942, including commemorative
4571A
material. Second album holds modern and some early worldwide postage and includes Cuba
dating from 1879. Lot also includes homemade albums of Hungary and Germany along with
some loose pages of early Sweden and a Ziploc bag of worldwide stamps.
$

100 - 200

4563A

4563B

4564 Three US errors: imperf pair of Jan E. Matzeliger 1926a; Edna St. Vincent Millay 1926a black
omitted; futuristic mail delivery plate block of 4, C122-25b light blue omitted.
Mint never hinged block of 4 of Scott 403 the 5 cent Pan Pacific stamp, which grades just
4565
fine.

4566

4567
4568
4569

A group of error stamps. A group of error stamps: Scott 1338, 6 cent flag over White House,
block of 4, imperf vertically. Scott 1547, the ten cent conservation stamp, green omitted.
Scott 2045a, 20-cent Medal of Honor, red omitted. 2263a, 20-cent cable car coil, nine pairs,
imperf vertically. Scott 2349a, 22 cent Friendship with Morocco, black omitted. 2434-7, 25
cents, Tradition Mail delivery block of 4, dark blue omitted, Scott value in the grade of fine.
Scott 2567c - Jan E. Matzeliger imperf pair.
19 US covers including classics onward to E1. Scarce first day cover of 832c and plus
advertising covers.
Large oversized registered cover from New York to Germany franked with Columbians
complete from the 1 cent to 30 cent value.
Impressive overseas US cover, franked with cork cancel on Scott #68 and 71, sent by Pascal,
Dubedat to France.
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Four boxes of worldwide stamps, including mint US coils and a postal tribute to aviation
pioneers. Mix of US and UN and worldwide stamps in folders, books and packets. Binder of
mint US coils including tagging varieties. Album of US first day covers, Scott International
with a few stamps. Stock pages of mint Canada, Israel and US including Scott 692-710
NH/LH. US Liberty album with scattered mint and used from 1890s forward. Senior
4572
Statesman with a few scattered stamps throughout. Album of Christmas stamps from
around the world, album of stamps of kings and queens of England, a first day cover album
of modern British. Album of mint UN including #38 from 1951 //2003. Stock pages of France,
various British colonies, China and Far East, small album of worldwide issues, group of
foreign first day covers. Box of various covers, packets, glassines of worldwide, a postal
tribute to aviation pioneers, a variety of first days, various US duck stamps cancelled on first
day of issue on a variety of fully illustrated covers. A mint proof set of Scott US 145/155.
$

300 - 500

Three boxes of stamps with an emphasis on Canada and Great Britian. Five consecutive
Canada year sets, 1985-89. A substantial group of booklets and prestige booklets from 1960s
through the 1980s, predominantly issued by current and former British colonies. Shoebox
with mint and used US and Canada and group of modern British stamp sets. Stockbook of
Korea from earliest to post-war. Large priority envelope filled with mint Canada and US.
Binder of used Washington-Franklins plus US errors. Binder of mostly mint stamps from the
4573 1930s to post WWII. Box containing a group of modern British mint never hinged sets plus
an earlier general accumulation of mint and used worldwide with a substantial amount of
Canada. Some Canadian postal stationery. Box of mint UN plus a bit of US and other foreign
countries. Highlight of the lot is a highly popular Cyprus boy scout souvenir sheet 226a and a
mint US official war department partial set Ic//90cents. Mini-collections of Ireland, France,
New Zealand and Switzerland, Europa stamps and first day covers. Some modern US
postage. Bundle of twelve stamp sheetlets honoring Canada day 1979. British Empire
countries honoring QE II's royal tour 1953-1954. Pages and packets of mint and used
worldwide. Group of Austrian stamps in folders and box of worldwide.
$

300 - 500

Three boxes of worldwide mixed material with an emphasis on Germany and Liechtenstein
material. Substantial amount of German area covers and mint and used stamps, mostly post
WWII. Stockcards of British Empire and Junior Scotts stamp album dated 1928, plus
substantial number of US first day covers starting in the early 30s. Includes a
Fleetwood/Dorothy Knapp first day cover of the Corregidor issue. Bundles and envelopes of
4574 general foreign and a series of first day covers signed by dignitaries and well-known actors.
Two binders related to the civil war, with photos, drawings and cacheted covers with stamps
relating to prominent military men and incidents during the war. Also a very large plastic bag
filled with mint new issues and first day covers for Lichtenstein from the early 1980s to
beyond 2000, and a large pile of US souvenir pages from the 1970s and 80s. Several large
bags containing newer issues of Germany, East Germany and Liechtenstein, plus some US
panel issues and a few first day covers. Interesting group of 13 foreign covers including
censored and/or registered from several countries, plus a Germn zepp cover.
$

500 - 700
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Four boxes of worldwide mixed material, including commerical and first day US covers,
stamps, and QSL cards. Wide array of US first day and commercial covers plus some better
individual covers from the 1870s and 1880s. Some postcards and a group of modern Great
Britain pictorial sets. US and foreign stamps and covers, postal stationery, baseball cards,
4575
various programs, tickets, and general ephemera. A variety of US mint and used including
postage, some earlier air mails and a faulty used one dollar Columbian, and a lot of new
issues of Great Britain and Ireland from the late 1990s to 2005. A bag of used US on large
stock sheets. A small group of 19th century Great Britain with substantial value. A cigar box
of mint Germany. Box of hundreds of QSL CARDS which relate to keeping records between
ham radio operators around the world who have made contact with each other.

$

300 - 500

Six boxes of worldwide mixed materials. Wide range of US and worldwide covers, first days,
commercial, special events, includes bundle of deeds with a variety of US revenue stamps
attached. Box of covers from US and UN and various foreign countries, includes some special
event first days and topicals, plus a bit of stationery and a pile of earlier US postcards. Three
volumes of Australian stamps and covers from the early 1950s onward. Also a volume of
Papua New Guinea stamps and covers in the 1960s and misc. General run of letters and
4576
postcards of the US and foreign countries. Substantial amount of US postal stationery, and
an unusual grouping of Japanese photos and letters. Box of US first day covers, commercial
covers, first day Farley souvenir sheets, some air letter sheets and postcards, also foreign
commercial covers and cards. Shoebox of postcards and US embossed envelopes and about
100 comedy postcards. More foreign and US first day covers. A small US Scott album with a
number of classic issues plus large and small bank note issues. A UN album of imprint blocks
and singles from 1965-1974. Small stockbook of mostly modern mint never hinged, much of
it British Empire.
$

300 - 500

Six boxes of mixed worldwide material, including stamps, covers, post cards, and ephemera.
Stock pages and glassines of Ireland, Australia, Germany, Switzerland stamps, foreign first
day covers, postal stationery, golden replica covers. Modern mint Ireland, Great Britain,
series of framed first day US covers, scattering of post cards, cancelled US on paper mix,
shoe box partially filled with common used US. Box of on and off paper US and foreign air
4577 letter sheets, common first day covers, one Truman inauguration cover, and misc. Mostly US
used on paper, some covers and postal stationery, some foreign and used housed in large
number of glassines, includes a two-cent Pan-American cover with exposition cancel. Box of
US and worldwide letters, postcards and first days, commercial mail, and similar, including a
few postcards. Banker box filled with foreign prestige booklets, scrap US postage, US first
day covers including set of overrun countries, commemorative panels, commercial and
censored covers.
$

200 - 400
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Six boxes of worldwide covers, with a large amount of United States covers. Banker box of
covers, mostly US, with emphasis on earlier first flights from the early 1930s to post WWII.
4578 Also miscellaneous first day covers, commercial covers and foreign covers. Box of
predominantly first day covers, some flight covers, a variety of foreign covers. Hundreds of
covers, mostly US first days, first flights, dedications and special events, plus covers from
1851 onwards, also some commercial covers and postcards both domestic and foreign.

$

300 - 500

Three boxes of worldwide covers, including first flights and US special event covers. Banker
box of US and worldwide first day covers. US also includes first flights, national air mail
week, dedications, highway post office, cornerstone dedications, and various other special
4579
events. Smaller box of US and foreign first day covers, pages of US, stockbook of mint US,
large envelope of Israel, United Nations including year sets, and variety of worldwide covers.
Box of US and foreign covers including substantial number of rocket post and space covers
plus first day covers and various foreign covers.
$

300 - 500

Five boxes of worldwide covers, including cacheted unaddressed and commercial first day
covers. A variety of some foreign covers plus what appears to be an ongoing group of letters
sent by a naval officer to family members, most all with censored marks. Most covers
include correspondence. Also a few UN souvenir cards. Bright yellow box filled with mostly
4580 all US first day covers 1930s onward plus a stockbook of mint and used Japan and Ryukyus,
groupings of miscellaneous British sets and miscellaneous. Shoebox full of earlier US and
foreign covers and postcards, decent run of foreign commercial covers. Box of a wide variety
of US and foreign covers, mostly from the mid-20th century, includes first days, commercial
plus some more common. Banker box filled with a wide array of mostly cacheted
unaddressed first day covers, generally in the period of the 30s through the 60s. Majority
are US but nice run of foreign as well, including a few very early commercial covers.
$

300 - 500

Four boxes of combined worldwide and United States material, with emphasis on Hong Kong
covers. US and foreign first day covers which includes a decent run of modern Hong Kong
first day covers. Banker box of US and foreign first day covers, mid-1930s onward, later ones
mostly cacheted and unaddressed, substantial run of very modern Hong Kong first day
4581
covers plus misc. inaugural first flight and events covers. Banker box filled with hundreds of
cacheted unaddressed Europa covers from relatively early forward, substantial number of
colorful cacheted Hong Kong first day covers, including more expensive souvenir sheets,
miscellaneous US and worldwide covers from 19th into 20th century. Early US stampless
covers and embossed envelopes, first day and event covers from 1920s forward. Foreign
first days and covers which includes a run of Modern Hong Kong.
$
An unusually large accumulation of Pan American World Airways first flight covers to many
4582 areas of the world, with special emphasis on South Pacific and Latin America. And
additionally miscellaneous commercial and first day covers.
$
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200 - 400

400 - 600

Banker box filled with a wide range of US and foreign covers, including commercial covers,
ship cancel covers from the 1930s, FAMs, CAMs, first flight covers, packet boats, souvenir
4583
folder of the Great White Fleet coming through the Golden Gate including photos of the
ships. Pre WWII foreign first day covers, registered and censored covers, loose Mint and
used worldwide stamps including some better 1970s People's Republic of China sets.

$

300 - 500

Six boxes of worldwide covers, including Farley issues, commercial and first day covers.
Binders and file boxes of covers relating to the American Bicentennial, the space race, and
other topics and binder of UN covers along with a loose group of worldwide covers. Shoebox
full of US first day covers and a shoebox full of Canadian first day covers, a 1999 year set
from the Isle of Man plus group of US souvenir pages. Accumulation of US covers, mostly
first days from early 1930s to more modern. Small bit of foreign covers and an interesting
4584
1930s scrapbook with neatly mounted covers which include Navy ship cancellations,
miscellaneous events, official Century of Progress covers, NRA, SPA convention covers and
various Farley issues including a set of parks, airmail flights, and other events. Box of
predominantly US commercial and first day covers from the late 19th century to more
modern times, some relatively more modern issues. Miscellaneous foreign covers. shoebox
of mint US postal stationery. Box of predominantly US with a few UN and foreign first day
covers 1920s onward. Virtually all US first day covers, first flights, highway post office,
dedications and other events, plus a group of UN covers and a few foreign covers.
$

300 - 500

Five boxes of worldwide postcards. Wide variety of postcards from the US and Foreign
countries, some US postal stationery. Substantial number of postcards including some of
Marilyn Monroe, bag of US postcards (mostly earlier), unusual photos of a 1936 festival in
Japan, upwards of 200 souvenir cards from the UN, very special grouping of better Swiss and
4585 US patriotic sets and postcards, plus a group of about two dozen postcards from early
German states. Worldwide postcards and miscellaneous from 1890's to modern. Box filled
with US and foreign postcards covering the period from the late 1890s to the 1950s.
Included are two World War II books showing destruction in France and a souvenir booklet
of the 1894 Midwinter International Exposition in San Francisco. Wide variety of postcards
from the US and Foreign countries, some US postal stationery.
$

300 - 500

Three boxes of worldwide covers, including some United States covers dating to 1850s.
Potentially some postcards interspersed. Box of US and UN and foreign covers both first day
and commercial, including a few covers back to the 1850s (especially US), DPOs. Box of
4586
mixed US and foreign covers including some US stampless and early 1850s stamped plus
wide array of foreign covers and US and foreign stamps on/off paper. A wide range of first
day covers, commercial covers, special events, some earlier covers going back to the 1890s,
substantial number of older postcards, a scattering of foreign covers as well.

200 - 400
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$

Three boxes of worldwide postcards. Thousands of postcards from all over the world
starting in late 1890s, showing every scene imaginable, lakes, forests, AEF material. Mining,
railroads, airplanes, etc. Some cards elaborate with colorful sprinkles, yarn, etc. Some
4587 multiple cards linked together accordion style, plus some smaller cards boxed by the city or
area. Wide range of both US and foreign postcards ranging from 1900 into the 1930s plus a
box marked "better postcards" which illustrates various topics. Box of postcards circa 1910
up to 1970s, wide variety of topics, buildings, parks, etc, most are US but there are some
foreign from a variety of countries.

$

300 - 500

Four boxes of worldwide postcards. Box solidly packed with worldwide postcards from the
late 1890s to the 1950s. Wide variety of topics. Wide array of US and foreign postcards,
includes a photo book of colored postcards showing a variety of locations and buildings and
art of Italy and a book generally centered on the greater San Francisco Bay Area and
4588
California, illustrating a variety of scenes including the 1906 earthquake and fire damage in
Santa Rosa, San Francisco, and other Bay area locations. Box of US and worldwide postcards
and postal cards from 1880s to modern. Substantial group of mint US postal cards. Large
accumulation of US and foreign post cards, mostly in the 1920-40 era, usual range of
buildings, street scenes, parks, churches and monuments.

$

300 - 500

Six boxes of predominantly United States material, with additional worldwide material
mixed in. Small US collection, binder and box of US stamps, stock book of foreign, stock
pages of mint US, two envelopes of Captain Cook topical stamps, a few US covers including
Wells Fargo. Portions of several US collections including one which includes C1-6 used and
other airmail stamps plus some Hawaii. A variety of packets and glassines and mint and used
4589
US and a shoebox filled with packets of foreign stamps. Box of mostly all US first day covers,
mostly modern generally from the 8 cent issues onward. A few UN and misc. included.
Hundreds of US first day covers from the 10-cent to 32-cent values, most all cacheted and
unaddressed, plus a small scattering of foreign covers. Album pages of mint US 1940s-mid
1970s UNICEF proof edition pages with UN stamps and sheets. Book of US precancels, US
mint including plate number coils and large stockbook of mint and used US and meters. US
and foreign variety of covers, postal stationery, some US ship covers, and postcards.
$

300 - 500

Two boxes of predominantly United States material with additional worldwide material
mixed in, including mint postage in sheets and blocks along with ephemera. Modern US
mint, mostly postage in sheets and blocks, few first day covers, US and foreign on and off
4590
paper, large envelope of ephemera, bit of postal history. Modest US collection with some
better items. Binder with covers signed by prominent political leaders and others, many of
which appear authentic. US and foreign stamps on pages in large envelopes, plus US
souvenir and covers. General run of mostly US postcards, from around 1900 to early 1920's.

200 - 400
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$

Two boxes of predominantly United States postcards. Box of virtually all postcards ranging
from 1890s to the 1960s, includes a group of postcard photos from the 1950s of the Pacific
4591 Coast Baseball League showing groups of the Oakland Oaks baseball team. Over 1,000
postcards, most with emphasis on topics like valentines, flowers, expositions starting with
the 1909 Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition in Seattle, Thanksgiving, farming (including the
usual two strawberries filling up a railroad flat car), Easter, New Years, and Christmas.
Two boxes of predominantly United States postcards. Banker box filled with over 300
postcards depicting street scenes, business districts, homes, monuments, parks, historical
4592
sites, etc. Approximately 2500 postcards depicting buildings, parks, street scenes, hotels,
and libraries, military installations, and etc.

$

200 - 400

$

300 - 500

Five boxes of predominatly United States material. Banker box filled with first day covers
from the 1940s to the 1980s plus some commercial covers and miscellaneous. Medium size
box of mostly unaddressed US first day covers. General run of mostly US postcards, from
4593 around 1900 to early 1920's. A box of 250 unused U537. An unused box of 250 U545. Plus
many hundreds of US first day covers and many hundreds of postcards mostly from the 19001920 era. Banker box full of material including commercial covers from the 1880s forward.
First day covers, earlier US postal stationary, registered covers, variety of flag cancels and
miscellaneous.
$

300 - 500

Four boxes of predominantly Great Britain material with some additional worldwide
material, including collection of Princess Diana material and two stockbooks of mint, very
fine, NH modern singles. Binder of mint Omnibus issue of QEII 25th anniversary of her
coronation, UN and US mint sheets, 2001 year set from Australia, Pan Am first flight covers,
inauguration covers, etc. Two large stockbooks filled with modern singles and sets of
stamps, strongly topical in nature, and virtually everything relates to Great Britain and
4594
present and former colonies. All appear mint, very fine, NH. A stockbook of worldwide UN
first day covers and a beginner's ambassador album. Banker box of mint and used US in mint
sheet file, mini collections and glassines plus foreign including imperf inflation sheets, Great
Britain modern mint, including Channel Islands, set of 1937 coronation omnibus design set in
mint NH blocks of 4. Large box of MNH modern Austria. Collection of Princess Diana
material, cigar box of bundleware of US and foreign, circa 1920s, group of stampless covers,
and miscellaneous.
$

300 - 500

Two albums of modern Great Britain mint sets with face value of 96 British pounds, Great
Britain album of used, mix of mint and used foreign, partial sheets in mint sheet files, stock
pages of foreign, nice run of Philippine early airmails, British prestige booklets, considerable
4595 mint and used foreign and US stamps and mixed ephemera. Substantial pile of Great Britain
modern issues. Large bag of US first day covers. Stockbooks of US and foreign, golden replica
covers, book of old valentines. A group of about a dozen British year sets from the mid-90s
into 2000 and includes the millennium issues. Also there are a handful of individual mint sets
plus a large stockbook of predominantly used China.
$

300 - 500
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Five boxes of predominantly Great Britain material, including stamps, first day covers,
ephemera. Small box of hundreds of British Channel Islands booklets. Album of 78 modern
Great Britian sets, series of large envelopes of mint and used worldwide with emphasis on
British commonwealth, plus a group of golden replica covers. Box of Princess Diana mint
stamps and souvenir sheets. Year sets for Guernsey 1998-2002, Isle of Man, 2000-2002 also
4596
Isle of Man 1985 to 87 year sets. A collection of first day covers covering the centenary of Sir
Roland Hill. Binders covering issues of Guernsey and Jersey. Folder celebrating 150th
anniversary of the Penny Black. A dozen other folders of various Isle of Man stamps plus
issues of Guernsey. Limited edition lithograph for the Queen Mother's 80th birthday
including stamped first day cancel on stamps honoring her. Mounted in a handsome maroon
case #4960 of 9,500 made.
$
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200 - 400

